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You are about to learn the very best method there is to beat an even-money bet
ever devised. This works on almost any game that pays you an equal amount of
your wager every time you win. Casino games are popular places to play this type
of game because some of their games have a very small House Advantage. Here is
a list of some of the best games to use this strategy on:

Best Casino Games and Wagers
Note: These are averages of casino games and can vary depending on where you play.
Game
Blackjack
Craps
Craps
Roulette
Roulette

House
Advantage
.43%
1.36%
1.41%
2.70%
5.26%

Best Game Options
Using Basic Strategy
Don’t Pass Line or Don’t Come Bet
Pass Line or Come Bet
0 only. Even, Odd, Low (1-18,) High (19-35), Red, Black
0 and 00. Even, Odd, Low (1-18,) High (19-35), Red, Black

There are other even-money wagers that have good odds. Due to differences in casinos and game
rules I recommend you check the House Advantage of any game before playing it.
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Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler
--Albert Einstein

MrMajik’s Strategy Explained
This idea took a long time to develop and in the end it is very simple. Here is how it works:
You continue to make bets until you win two times in a row. When you win two times in a row
you start over.
What is so special about that? The answer is in how you decide how much your next wage is.
Here are the combinations that can happen followed by the action you take:
First, you make a minimum bet.
Next, one of the following three things happens:
Lose: Advance to the next wager size on the chart. (See the spreadsheet or play the game.)
Win then Lose: Advance to the next wager on the chart
Win then Win: You achieved a nice profit. Start over with your minimum bet.
NOTE: The included game plays using this strategy. You do not need to know the strategy to
play the game as it plays the strategy on every coin flip for you. It is a powerful learning tool.
An example using the $5 minimum wager: It is helpful if you first print out the $5 Minimum
Wager Strategy from either the spreadsheet or from the game.
What Happens When You Win A Bet - Example
Your first bet is a $5 wager. You win this wager so you let your original $5 bet ride along with
your winnings. Your second wager will be $10.
You win the second bet so now you have a total of $20 on the table. $15 is winnings and $5 is
your original investment. You just won two times in a row and made a 300% profit of your
original minimum wager so you start over with the minimum bet of $5.
What Happens When You Lose A Bet - Example
Your first bet is a $5 wager. You lose this wager so you look at the chart to see what the 2nd bet
would be on a $5 minimum table. In this instance your second bet would be $7.
You win this bet so now you have a total of $14 on the table. You are now looking for your
second win in a row so you bet the entire $14. This is called, “Let It Ride”.
You lose this bet so you look again at the chart and see that the third Wager is $9.
Now, if you win the $9 bet you will have a total of $18, $9 is your wager and $9 is your
winnings. Again you are going after your second win in a row so you let the $18 ride. Again you
win this bet so now there is $36 on the table; your bet of $18 and your winnings of $18 which
total $36. Of the $36 you have $21 invested. This leaves you with a $15 profit. You just won two
times in a row so you take all of the money off the table and start over with the minimum bet of
$5.
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If this sounds confusing then play the game. It really is simple once you understand how it
works. Remember, the only time you move to the next bet size on the chart is when you lose.
Take a look at the chart for a $5 minimum bet table. After you have studied it I will give you
some examples. Then I will show how it is possible to have money in action and play up to 23
decisions/combinations before you win two times in a row. Each time you win two times in a
row you recover all the money you have invested in this session and make a minimum of at least
a 300% profit of your original minimum bet
An example of the $5 Minimum bet. This is taken from the included spreadsheet.
The $5 green box is the minimum bet size. The $475 green box is the required bankroll.
Wager
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Bet
$5
$7
$9
$12
$16
$22
$29
$39
$52
$69
$92
$123

Invested
$5
$12
$21
$33
$49
$71
$100
$139
$191
$260
$352
$475

4x
$20
$28
$36
$48
$64
$88
$116
$156
$208
$276
$368
$492

Profit
$15
$16
$15
$15
$15
$17
$16
$17
$17
$16
$16
$17

If you were to speak out loud here is how you would read this table:
“First, you bet $5. You have $5 invested. If you win you let it ride. If you also
win the second time you have 4x (or $20) on the table which $15 is profit. If
you lose at any time you move to the next wager amount.”
If you lose either the first or second bet then you wager $7. You have a total of $12 invested ($5
+ $7). If you win you let it ride. If you win the second time you have 4x (or $28) on the table
which $16 is profit. If you lose at any time you move to the next wager amount.
If you lost on either of those bets then you wager $9. You have a total of $21 invested ($5 + $7 +
$9). If you win you let it ride. If you win the second time you have 4x (or $36) on the table
which $15 is profit. If you lose at any time you move to the next wager amount.
If you lost on either of those bets then you wager $12. You have a total of $33 invested ($5 + $7
+ $9 + $12). If you win you let it ride. If you win the second time you have 4x (or $36) on the
table which $15 is profit. If you lose at any time you move to the next wager amount.
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If you hit a losing streak where you can’t seem to win two times in a row you may find yourself
at the last wager amount. This is uncommon but it does happen.
The last wager for this minimum bet is $123. If you win this then you let it ride. If you win again
then you recovered all the money invested and made a $17 profit. If you lose this bet then you
have lost your session bankroll. Take a break. Remember you still have your winnings from the
times you won two times in a row. Tests show that this amount is usually more than your
bankroll so you made it through a losing streak in good shape.
If you follow this strategy you can have a streak where you do not win two times in a row of up
to 23 times before you lose your bank roll. Here is how that could happen:
Wager 1: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 2: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #2)
Wager 3: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 4: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #3)
Wager 5: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 6: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #4)
Wager 7: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 8: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #5)
Wager 9: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 10: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #6)
Wager 11: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 12: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #7)
Wager 13: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 14: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #8)
Wager 15: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 16: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #9)
Wager 17: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 18: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #10)
Wager 19: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 20: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #11)
Wager 21: Won (Let it ride)
Wager 22: Lost. Move to the next bet size on the chart (Bet Wager #12)
Wager 23: Won (Let it ride)
At any point in the above example you win two times in a row you recover all you have
invested with a minimum of a 300% profit of your original wager!
At any time during the above example you win two times in a row you go back to the minimum
bet. This strategy makes a lot of money per hour. The exact amount depends on the game you are
playing, how much you are using for your minimum bet and if you are playing in a brick-andmortar or an online casino.
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MrMajik’s Strategy Game
Most of the game is self-explanatory. While playing the game and watching the Session Log is
fun it will also teach you how to use my strategy. Make sure you understand how the amount of
each bet is achieved. The only thing I want to share with you is how to read the Session Log.
Here are some lines taken from the Session Log:
MrMajik's Even Money System - Coin-Flipping History Report
Session Bankroll: $475 LIR = Let It Ride
Action: BET $5 on Heads and Lost [1] Balance: $470 P/L: ($5)
Action: BET $7 on Heads and Won! [2] Balance: $463 P/L: ($12)
Action: LIR $14 on Heads and Won! [2] Balance: $491 P/L: $16
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Action: BET $5 on Heads and Won! [1] Balance: $486 P/L: $11
Action: LIR $10 on Heads and Lost [1] Balance: $486 P/L: $11
Action: BET $9 on Heads and Won! [2] Balance: $479 P/L: $4
Action: LIR $14 on Heads and Lost [2] Balance: $479 P/L: $4
Action: BET $9 on Heads and Lost
[3] Balance: $470 P/L: ($5)
Action: BET $12 on Heads and Won! [4] Balance: $458 P/L: ($17)
Action: LIR $24 on Heads and Lost
[4] Balance: $458 P/L: ($17)
Action: BET $16 on Heads and Won! [5] Balance: $442 P/L: ($33)
Action: LIR $32 on Heads and Lost
[5] Balance: $442 P/L: ($33)
Action: BET $22 on Heads and Won! [6] Balance: $420 P/L: ($55)
Action: LIR $44 on Heads and Lost
[6] Balance: $420 P/L: ($55)
Action: BET $29 on Heads and Lost
[7] Balance: $391 P/L: ($84)
Action: BET $39 on Heads and Won! [8] Balance: $352 P/L: ($123)
Action: LIR $78 on Heads and Lost
[8] Balance: $352 P/L: ($123)
Action: BET $52 on Heads and Won! [9] Balance: $300 P/L: ($175)
Action: LIR $104 on Heads and Lost
[9] Balance: $300 P/L: ($175)
Action: BET $69 on Heads and Lost [10] Balance: $231 P/L: ($244)
Action: BET $92 on Heads and Won! [11] Balance: $139 P/L: ($336)
Action: LIR $184 on Heads and Won! [11] Balance: $507 P/L: $32
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - The session starts out where it took three coin flips to produce two wins and, thus, take money
off the table. After the two wins the wagering returned back to the minimum bet size. The
playing streak is ended with either two wins or a loss of your beginning bankroll and is identified
with the dotted line. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Next, it took 19 coin flips before two wins in a row happened. This long streak of win/lose type
of action does not happen very often. However, this is an example of what it looks like when a
long streak develops.
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Most of the information on each line is simple to follow. The only exception is the numbers
inside the brackets [] Notice these numbers get larger as a losing streak develops. Take a look at
the top of this where the betting began. The first 5 lines are[1], [2], [2], doted line and then [1].
This means we used the first wager from the spreadsheet $5 Minimum Bet chart [1] and lost that
wager, and then the second wager from the chart [2] and won that wager. For the third bet we do
not add any of our own money. We use our last bet [2] and the winnings from the last bet (LIR).
We won the third bet. So because we won the second and third bet we made a nice profit and
start over with the minimum bet [1] which is the fist line of text after the first dotted line.
Once you get comfortable playing the game and watching the Session Log you will be armed
with the knowledge of countless time and effort it took to create a strategy that is unmatched
anywhere in the world. No system can come close to the win possibility this strategy gives you.
How do I know this to be true? I taught computers how to play using dozens of systems and the
information contained here beats them all!
Keep in mind that the casinos have a built-in advantage. This is called the House Advantage.
This is how the casinos take your money to pay their bills.
One last thing…Nowhere do I promise or guarantee you will make a profit because you decide
which game you want to play and where to place your wager. Remember the fact that I have
converted almost every system out there into a computer program. Almost all betting systems are
based, in one way or the other, on what happened on the last wager. i.e.; did red or black win?
Did the Pass Line win? etc. I proved this to be an expensive bunch of crap. Always remember
that dice do not know or even care what happened on the last toss. The Roulette Wheel does not
know, remember or care what number came up last, what color won, etc. However, I do believe
that random events sometimes have a tendency to run in streaks. The problem with this is you do
not know when the streak starts and when it will end. Beating a casino game with a system will
fail. Winning money with a powerful money strategy that is designed to keep your investment
small and your winnings big is what purchased. You have in your possession the most powerful
tool (money strategy) available today to beat the casino. How you decide to use it is up to you.
This is gambling and the nature of gambling is risk. Even flipping a coin can have a series of
events that would cause you to lose your bankroll. This is rare but it happens. Unlike casino
games the coin flipping odds are truly even odds with no built-in House Advantage. The smaller
the House Advantage the better the chances you will walk away with another successful and
profitable playing session.
Know the odds. Play games that offer the best odds. Use a strategy that is leveraged to win.
Please share your success stories with us. We love to read about your experiences and they make
all of this work worth while!
Thank you!
www.mrmajik.com
mrmajik@mrmajik.com
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